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Models of the process of design are common.
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Design process
after Tim Brennan (~1990)

At an off-site for Apple Computer’s Creative Services de-

partment, Tim Brennan began a presentation of his group’s 

work by showing this model. “Here’s how we work,” he said. 

“Somebody calls up with a project; we do some stuff; and 

the money follows.” 

Brennan captures important aspects of the process:

- the potential for play

- its similarity to a “random walk”

- the importance of iteration 

- its irreducible “black-box” nature 

Introducing process

What is a process?
Where does it begin?
Where does it end?
How much detail is enough?

We begin with simple models 
of the design process 
and look at how they might be expanded 
into useful frameworks.
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Expanding the two-step process
after Don Koberg and Jim Bagnall (1972)

In their classic book, The Universal Traveler, Koberg and Ba-

gnall (who taught in the College of Environmental Design at 

Cal Poly in San Luis Obisbo) expand the archtypal two-step 

process to three, then fi ve, and fi nally to seven steps. 

They note “that ‘out of Analysis’ we derive an understanding 

or concept that is then followed as a guideline in the rebuild-

ing or Synthesis stage.” Within the book’s “problem-solving” 

frame, defi nition becomes problem defi nition, and they never 

follow up on the idea of defi nition as concept or parti.

The synthesis phase becomes “ideate, select, implement,” 

while the analysis phase remains intact. Finally, they add a 

new phase at the beginning and another at the end. 
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Matching process to project complexity
after Jay Doblin (1987)

In his article, “A Short, Grandiose Theory of Design,”

Doblin presents a similar series of expanding processes. 

Dobin’s notion of direct and indirect design echos Alexan-

der’s (1962) model of unselfconscious and self-conscious 

design. Doblin’s third and fourth processes correspond to  

Alexander’s third type of design, mediated design (my title).

(For more on Alexander’s model, see the next page.)
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VDI stands for Verein Deutscher Ingenieure, the professional 

engineering society of Germany. Their guideline 2221 sug-

gests, “The design process, as part of product creation, is 

subdivided into general working stages, making the design 

approach transparent, rational and independent of a specifi c 

branch of industry.” 

The full process contains much more detail than the diagram 

below shows. In practice, the process is less linear than the 

diagram implies. “It is important to note that the stages do 

not necessarily follow rigidly one after the other. They are 

often carried out iteratively, returning to preceding ones, thus 

achieving a step-by-step optimization.”

System approach to the design of technical systems and products
after Verein Deutscher Ingenieure (1987)
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Design process
after Gerhard Pahl and Wolfgang Beitz (1984)

Cross recommends this model as “reasonably comprehen-

sive” but not obscuring “the general structure of the design 

process by swamping it in the fi ne detail of the numerous

tasks and activities that are necessary in all practical design 

work.” He seems to refer to Archer’s “Systematic method for 

designers”. (See page 98.)
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Mechanical engineering design process
after students at UC Berkeley Institute of Design (BID)

Agogino sometimes asks her students to diagram the design 

process—an interesting way to begin to understand how stu-

dents (and others) understand things. Below is an example 

from one of her classes.
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New product development process
after Steven D. Eppinger and Karl T. Ulrich (1995)

Alice Agogino introduced me to Eppinger and Ulrich’s model 

of the product development process. It provides a useful 

outline, but does not capture the “messy” iteration typical of 

much product development work.
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Extreme Programming (XP) Process
after Don Wells (2000)

Kent Beck, founder of Extreme Programming, has described 

how he created XP in 1996. Chrysler asked him to put a 

payroll system project back on track. When they called him, 

eighteen months into the project, the system still couldn’t 

print a check. Three weeks later, Beck had them print their 

fi rst one. “Up until then I believed better programming 

would solve all the world’s ills. Yes, you can screw up the 

programming so badly you kill the project. Usually, however, 

the problem concerns relationships between the business 

people and the programmers, the budget process, poor 

communications—factors unrelated to the programming. 

The context in which the software development takes place 

proves as important to the project’s success as the program-

ming itself.”

At its core, XP is a simple process of experimentation and 

improvement: Divide a project into “iterations”; in each itera-

tion, implement a few new features called “stories”; for each 

story, write “acceptance tests” to demonstrate the story 

meets customer expectations. Alan Cooper, however, argues 
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XP is not a design process—because it includes no mecha-

nism for understanding user goals. (For more on Cooper, see 

pages 86-91.)

The models below are nested. The fi rst one shows the whole 

project; the second “zooms in” on iteration; the third “zooms 

in” on development; and the fourth on collective code 

ownership. At the center of the last diagram is pair program-

ming, one of the primary distinguishing features of XP. Two 

programmers work together at a single computer. Beck 

claims this increases quality. It has to be a lot more fun than 

coding alone. (For another model of extreme programming, 

see page 127.)
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Second-order feedback loops
after Pangaro (2002)

measures the room temperature and decides whether to 

raise or lower the set-point on the thermostat.)

As we’ve seen, designing involves not only achieving goals 

but also defi ning them. Thus we may improve our model of 

designing by nesting our original feedback loop within a sec-

ond feedback loop. See the next page for an example. 

The model on the previous page assumes a constant goal. 

That is, it provides no mechanism for changing or refi ning 

the system’s goal. Typically, such systems are mechanical 

(or electronic) and require humans to set their goals. (For 

example, defi ning the set-point for a thermostat.) The human 

creates a second loop in which the “action” is setting the 

goal of the fi rst loop. (Like the thermostat, the human also 
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Bootstrapping or improving improvement
after Douglas Engelbart (1992)

In 1992, Douglas Engelbart offered “an optimized bootstrap-

ping approach for drastically improving on any organization’s 

already existing improvement processes.” 

According to his foundation, Bootstrap.org, the process 

works as follows, “Referring to an organization’s principal 

work as an A-activity and to ordinary efforts at process im-

provement as a B-activity, he denotes bootstrapping as a C-

activity, which is an improving of the improvement process. 

His paper ‘Toward High-Performance Organizations: A Stra-

tegic Role for Groupware’ argues that highest payoff comes 

from engaging in that C-activity.”

Levels A, B, and C are analogous to fi rst-, second-, and 

third-order feedback loops.
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Product development process: overview
after Hewlett Packard (circa 2000)

Loops or circular layouts are curiously rare in design process 

models—with the notable exception of the PDCA cycle on 

the next page. Koberg and Bagnall provide another example 

by simply turning their seven-step process into a circle.  
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We have collected many of them into a compendium.
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Much less common are models of the space of design —
the dimensions in which design practice occurs.

What follows is a compendium of such models.

We hope to add to it as we fi nd new ones.
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Typically models of a domain are of three types:

Timelines

- Lists of events from the domain’s history

- Links between events suggesting infl uences

Taxonomies

- Lists of sub-domains

- Trees branching into categories and subcategories and so on

Spaces

- Venn diagrams indicating overlapping categories

- Matrices defi ning the dimensions of a space of possibilities or area of potential
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Diagram for “What is Design?” exhibit, Charles Eames, 1969

https://www.eamesoffi ce.com/blog/why-did-charles-and-ray-eames-make-models/



Appearance

Performance

Products
Messages

Unisystems Multisystems

Crowbar
Paper clip

Christmas ornament
Medal
Trophy

Infrastructure
Government
Military project

Restaurant
Worlds fair
South Street Seaport
Disneyland

Market

Market
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Matrix of Design Types, Jay Doblin, 1987
from “A Short, Grandiose Theory of Design”

https://doblin.com/dist/images/uploads/A-Short-Grandiose-Theory-of-Design-J.-Doblin.pdf



Why are we making this?
Context/Need
Pragmatic

What are we making?
Meaning/Definition
Semantic

How are we making it?
Form/Grammar
Syntatic

Object
Component

System
Systems of components
Organism

Ecosystem
Systems of systems
Community
Market

Poster
typography + layout

Poster
headline + imagery

Event + methods
of attracting
an audience

Website
style sheet (CSS)

Website information
architecture
+ content + CMS

Website
business/user/
technology models

Cross media
coordination of
identity system

APIs—rules for
communicating
between systems

Developer
community
and its drivers
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Space of design + examples — crossing Charles Morris with Jay Doblin
Hugh Dubberly, 2010

http://www.dubberly.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Dubberly_Space-of-design.pdf



Why are we making this?
Context/Need
Pragmatic

What are we making?
Meaning/Definition
Semantic

How are we making it?
Form/Grammar
Syntatic

Object
Component

System
Systems of components
Organism

Ecosystem
Systems of systems
Community
Market

Team
Explicit
Shared

Individual
Intuitive
Idiosyncratic
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Direction of change in design practice — after Morris + Doblin
Hugh Dubberly, 2010

http://www.dubberly.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Dubberly_Space-of-design.pdf



Client

Rigid/Mandatory

Flexible/Optional

ExternalInternal

Generator Domain

Radical

Function

Practical

Formal

Symbolic

Open
ended

Closed
ended

D
es

ig
n 

co
ns

tr
ai

nt
s

User

Legislator

Designer

Design Constraints
after Bryan Lawson
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Model of the space of design constraints, Brian Lawson, 1990



Present
creation + criticism

Past
history

Future
theory

Clinical
the single case

Applied
issues common to
a family of cases

Basic
fundamental issues
common to all cases

Theory
prinicples +
causes of design

Nature of Inquiry
kind of question

Practice
design practice

Production
making products

Scope of Inquiry
scale of investigation

Direction of Inquiry
orientation in time
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The matrix of inquiry, Richard Buchanan, 2005

http://www.dubberly.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Dubberly_Space-of-design.pdf
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Design for interactions, Terry Irwin, 2013

https://design.cmu.edu/sites/default/fi les/users/user10/CircleDiagram_TransitionDesign.png



Space of Design 
+
Lenses on Design

Design for Conversation
Peer-to-peer relationships—”collaborating”

(symmetric conversation between learning systems)

Platforms
Scaffold production and distribution

Strict standards govern interaction

Services
Co-created by “Producer” + “Consumer”

What can be created is tightly constrained 

Communities
Rules and frameworks govern behavior + exchange

Includes mechanisms for changing the rules

Language
Product-service Ecologies

Design for Social Innovation

Transition Design

ManufacturingCraft Bio-Information

GroupIndividual Societal

Attire

SpacesObjects Messages

Design of Artifacts
Signals identity—”consuming”

(purchase transaction or do-it-yourself creations and on-going maintenance)

Dubberly Design Office   |   March 4, 2014

Story Worlds
Games and Simulations

Tools Performances
Actor using artifacts to enact a script

witnessed by another or others

Design for Interaction
Master-servant relationships—”using”

(asymmetric interaction where the artifact has does not learn)

Performances
Actor using artifacts to enact a script

witnessed by another or others

Story Worlds
Games and Simulations

Tools

27

Systemic

Functional

Formal
Material

Political
Rhetorical

User-centric

Semantic
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Space of design + Lenses on design, Hugh Dubberly, 2014

http://presentations.dubberly.com/Space_of_Design.pdf
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The space of design conversations, Hugh Dubberly, 2014
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Four orders of design, Richard Buchanan, circa 1997 (interpreted)

http://www.dubberly.com/wp-content/uploads/2008/06/ddo_article_cooper.pdf
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Four orders of design, Richard Buchanan, 2015

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2405872615000039
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Four fi elds framework, Staphanie Tharp and Bruce Tharp, 2019
(as interpreted by John Cain)
from Discursive Design: Critical, Speculative, and Alternative Things

Commercial Design 
Its dominant context, industrial design, assumes commerce and transaction / buyer-seller, growth mindsets 
and more.

Responsible Design
Considers the marginalized, those outside the normative bounds of ‘commercial’ design.

Experimental Design
Explores; does not assume a ‘solution’; make-to-think, make-to-know.

Discursive Design
Covers speculative design and “futuring”, is likely political in that sense.
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Discursive designing: nine facets, Staphanie + Bruce Tharp, 2019
from Discursive Design: Critical, Speculative, and Alternative Things

- Intention
- Understanding
- Message
- Scenario
- Artifact
- Audience
- Context
- Interaction
- Impact
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Discursive designing: nine facets, Staphanie + Bruce Tharp, 2019
from Discursive Design: Critical, Speculative, and Alternative Things
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Design archipelago, Harold Nelson, 2019

http://accidentalvagrant.blogspot.com/2019/12/design-mind-slides-from-presentation.html
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Design departure gates, Harold Nelson, 2019

http://accidentalvagrant.blogspot.com/2019/12/design-mind-slides-from-presentation.html
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Aristotle’s Four Causes, 350 BCE



DesignResources
including environment 
and the state of knowledge 
of design 
and associated skills; 
capital is also included

Investment 

(efficient cause 

for the design commission 

or initiative)

Investment 

(efficient cause for marketing, 

selling the design or for making it 

available to society in some form)

Design acknowledgment 

(as design) 

(efficient cause)Reinvestment in new commissions 
(material cause)

Plans triggering new plans
(formal cause)

Validation   
(material cause)

Purpose of design
(final cause)

Plans
(formal cause)

Prototyping, production
(efficient cause)

Integrating resources in design
(material cause)

Human re
so

urc
es 

(effic
ient c

ause
)

Specializ
ed human re
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)

Rewards
(material cause)

Feedback 
(returns value to members of society) 
(efficient cause)
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Members of Society
including designers 
and persons involved 
in design-oriented activities

Commission
including self-commission 
(design initiated by designers)

The practical experience of designing
The relational-functional aspects of the human activity called design
— Mihai Nadin, 2003

Value Created
(satisfying needs, 
generating needs), 
including profit of any kind: 
financial, moral, political, 
cultural, etc.

Acknowledgement
how well the design fares, 
how much interest it stirs, 
how relevant it is 
in respect to itself 
and to any other human activity

formal cause

efficient cause

material cause

final cause
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The practical experiences of designing, Mihai Nadin, 2003

https://www.nadin.ws/archives/148



design causes
© 2019 Harold G. Nelson
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Design causes, Harold Nelson, 2019
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List of design types, Harold Nelson, 2019

http://accidentalvagrant.blogspot.com/2019/12/design-mind-slides-from-presentation.html
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Multicultural inqury, Harold Nelson, 2019

http://accidentalvagrant.blogspot.com/2019/12/design-mind-slides-from-presentation.html
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Krebs cycle of creativity, Neri Oxman + Joi Ito, 2016

https://jods.mitpress.mit.edu/pub/designandscience



Reasoning WHAT
(elements)

HOW
(patterns of

relationships)

OUTCOME
(observed

phenomenon)

+

WHAT ???
(hypothesis)

+

Normal abduction ??? HOW OUTCOME
(the desired ?)

+

Design abduction + ??? OUTCOME???

Deduction WHAT HOW
(model)

???
(prediction)

+

Induction OUTCOME
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Logic of creation, Kees Dorst, 2017
from Notes on Design: How Creative Practice Works



change is difference

change of evolution is design

change of difference is process

change of process is evolution
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Hierarchy of change, Harold Nelson + Erik Stolterman, 2012
from The Design Way: Intentional Change in an Upredictable World
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Design Thinking, Jy Lee, 2015

https://www.slideshare.net/jylee_sidlab/dt2015-class02
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Design Thinking, Jy Lee, 2015

https://www.slideshare.net/jylee_sidlab/dt2015-class02
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Design Thinking, Jy Lee, 2015

https://www.slideshare.net/jylee_sidlab/dt2015-class02
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Design Thinking, Jy Lee, 2015

https://www.slideshare.net/jylee_sidlab/dt2015-class02
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The function complex, Victor Papanek, 1971
from Design for the Real World
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Promotional materials
Membership materials

Local Station Operations
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200,000 Members
PBS/CPB
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NOVA
Frontline
Masterpiece Theatre
Mystery
Antiques Roadshow
This Old House
American Experience
The Victory Garden
Zoom
Between the Lions
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World
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Greater Boston
Greater Boston Arts
La Plaza
Basic Black
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te 

to it's time and budget
to it's audience
to it's family of materials

(The role of Design at WGBH Boston)

PBS

Push upstream to collaborate
Understand the context
Involve the ultimate client
Be witty
Do a lot with a little

Outreach Materials

(Exective Summary)

an
editorial 
concept
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The role of Design at WGBH Boston, Chris Pullman, 2002
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Corp Communications
Legal
Admin/Finance
Development
New Media/Children's
National TV Productions
Local Radio Station
Local TV Station
Engineering/IT
Enterprises
Branding/Visual Communication

Print and Video Studio
Branding
Motion Graphics
Print materials
Image research
Print purchasing

Local Station Operations
$ comes from:
200,000 Members
PBS/CPB
Local Corporations/Foundations

NOVA
Masterpiece Theatre
Mystery
Frontline
American Experience
This Old House
Antiques Roadshow   
The Victory Garden
Between the Lions
Fetch
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World
Sound and Spirit
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Basic Black
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to it's time and budget
to it's audience
to it's family of materials

(The role of Design at WGBH Boston)

PBS

Push upstream to collaborate
Understand the context
Involve the ultimate client
Design for the end user
Be witty
Do a lot with a little

Outreach Materials

an
editorial
concept

and
a

12-person

Creative Services Studio
On-air branding 
Station break elements
Print, radio and web ads
Institutional spots
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 o
ut
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ts

w
hose

m
ission is

WGBH enriches people’s lives through programs and services
that educate, inspire and entertain, fostering citzenship and culture, 
the joy of learning, and the power of diverse perspectives.

(start here)
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The role of Design at WGBH Boston, Chris Pullman, 2006



1. Work on things that matter

2. Work with people you like and respect

3. Be nice

4. Have high standards

5. Have a sense of humor

6. Design is not the narrow application of formal skills, 

it’s a way of thinking

7. Variety is the spice of life

8. Institutions have a character, just like people do

9. We’re all in the “understanding business”

10. You are what you eat
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10 lessons I learned (or at least had confi rmed) at WGBH,
Chris Pullman, 2008
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Dimensions of design practice

[to come]
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Sabine Junginger, 2009

Junginger, S. Design in the organization: Parts and wholes. Design Research Journal, 2, 9 (2009)

http://www.dubberly.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/Junginger_model.png
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Design Triples

Vitruvius
- solidity, commodity, delight

ISO 9241
- effi ciency, effectiveness, satisfaction

Cooper
- hot, simple, deep

and of course: fast, cheap, good

http://www.dubberly.com/wp-content/uploads/2008/06/ddo_article_cooper.pdf



Novell emphasized tech-

nology and gave little 

attention to desirability.

This made it vulnerable

to competition.

Apple emphasized desir-

ability but has made 

many business blunders.

Never-the-less, it is 

sustained by the loyalty

its attention to users

creates.

Microsoft is one of the

best run businesses

ever, but it has not been 

able to create highly 

desirable products. This 

provides an opening for 

competitors.

Architecture

Design

EngineeringPolitics

Art

People Technology

Business
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http://www.dubberly.com/wp-content/uploads/2008/06/ddo_article_cooper.pdf



Objective:

a product that is

desirable and

viable and

buildable

1.) What do people

     desire?

User model

a) context

    - historical

    - social

    - economic

b) user

    - demographic

    - psychographic

    - technographic

c) values

d) goals

e) scenarios

User plan

a) design

    schedule

b) behavior

    spec

Technology 

model

a) technology

    components

b) competitors

c) build vs buy

    buy vs open source

Technology

plan

a) engineering

    schedule

b) engineering

    spec

Probability of 

customer adoption

(once the product

has launched)

The domain of goal-directed design

Overall probability

of product success

3.) What can 

     we build?

Probability of 

technical completion

(delivery)

2.) What will sustain

     a business?

Business model

a) funding model, b) income/expense projections, etc

Probability of

sustaining business

(up to launch and

long enough after

to build revenue)

x x =

Business plan

a) marketing plan, b) launch plan, c) distribution plan
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1. Good design is innovative

2. Good design makes a product useful

3. Good design is aesthetic

4. Good design makes a product understandable

5. Good design is unobtrusive

6. Good design is honest

7. Good design is long lasting

8. Good design is thorough down to the last detail

9. Good design is environmentally friendly

10. Good design is as little design as possible
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10 Principles of Good Design, Dieter Rams, 1970’s
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Levels of systems, Kenneth Boulding, 1956
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Classifi cation of systems, Stafford Beer, 1959
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